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Within tle framework o[ tle model of coupled anharmonic oscillators
a ferroelectric solid solution is described with only a few parameters. In
high-temperature approximation a linear relation between the square of tle
order parameter and tle transition temperature is obtained. This is
mtbyasilopednufvcr,hliea
relation between transition temperatu re and tetragonal lattice deformation
is veri fi ed. For tris-sarcosine calcium chloride (bromide) (TSCC/B) at very
low temperatures tle expected deviation from the classical behaviour is seen.
PACS

numbers: 77.80.Bh, 64.75. Ι g
1. Introduction

It is expected that ferroelectrics with a large spontaneous polarization Ρs
show a high transition temperature 7 since the competition between thermal
fluctuations and internal ordering forces determines the state of the solid. The
early statistical model for dipoles µ with density N assuming feedback for the
local field
(1.1)

ΕΙoc = Eext + βΡ

according to Ρ. Weiss (1907) leads to

kΤc = βΝμ 2 = (β/Ν)Ρs(0) 2 (1.2)
i.e. a proportionality between transition temperature Τc and the square of the
spontaneous polarization for Τ = 0 [1].
Α similar relation is shown in the book 0 Lines and Glass [2]. Using a
mean-field Hamiltonian for the l-th unit cell with an anharmonic single-particle potential V(nl) and intercell interaction Φee' . Τhey calculate the static displacement
(393)
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average (nl) = (nt) = (n) b y means of a classical ensemble average. Expansion of
the exponentials to first order results in
Within this simple model tle displacement is proportional to the spontaneous
polarization at Τ = 0
where K is independent of the local potential and primarily dependent only on
the long-range intercell interaction. Lines and Glass suppose that K should be
universal within a class of structurally similar materials. They point to the paper
of Abrahams et al. [3] who tried to find sucl a relation for perovskites.
In this paper we show using the model of coupled anharmonic oscillation
that within a class of displacive type ferroelectrics with equal symmetry of the
critical mode a relation with a widely universal proportionality constant holds. In
high temperature approximation linear relations between transition temperature
and lattice parameters are obtained for ferroelectric solid solutions of perovskite
type.
2. Model calculations fοr ferroelectric solid solutions
2.I. Model

Based on the existence of the soft optic mode Thomas proposed to apply the
model of coupled anharmonic oscillators to ferroelectrics [4] (see also [5]). Aksenov
et al. extended the model to include the effect of impurities [6]. They used the
following model Hamiltonian with an anharmonic single particle potential and
harmonic cell interactions:

Qi,α are local normal coordinates. The projection operator ti α sorts out the inter-

action parameters of the constituents α = 1, 2, .. .
We consider the case of only two components. Then the Hamiltonian shall
differ only b y the parameters of the anharmonic single particle potential

For stability reasons B1, B 2 > 0 holds. For ferroelectrics and quantum paraelectrics
Α1, Α2 > 0 holds, for a mixture of a ferroelectric (1) with a nonferroelectric (2)
component Α2 ς 0 lolds and tle fitting parameter comes out to be γ ς 0. For a
displacive
type ferroelectric is ij
Σ I /A1 = 0 /A I » 1 (weak anharmonicity).
I
Τo obtain the order paramaeter in E q. (2.l) we must minimize the free energy
with respect to (Qi). After configurational averaging for the intercell interaction
term in molecular fleld approximation an expression for the concentration dependence of the configurational averaged order parameter Q 0 is obtained. This
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expression includes the mean square fluctuations (u 2α) at a lattice site with
configurational averaged su rroundings

The phonon density p α (ω 2 ) is calculated b y means of Green,s function using
self-consistent phonon approximation mid virtual crystal approximation. The concentration dependent transition temperature Τc(x) is determined by tle conditions
for the order parameter Q 0 (Τc) = 0 and the soft mode frequency ω(q = 0, Τ) = 0.
Then in comparison with the experiments the following equation is obtained:

The presented model can very well elucidate the experimientally observed
concentration dependence of the phase transition temperature and the order pa
rameter in substitutionally mixed ferroelectric and quantum paraelectric crystals
TSC(CI,Br) [7], K(Νa,Νb)O 3 [8], (Pb,Sr)TiO3 [9], (Ba,Sr)TiO :3 [10] as well as tle
mixed ferroelectric ceramics (Pb,La)ΤiO3 [11]. Τhe numerical calculations are in
good agreement with the experimental findings.
The condition for tle application of this model to mixed ferroelectrics seems
at fιrst sight to be given by the requirement that the pure components are isomorphous, i.e. they exhibit the same space group. But the main requirement is that
by substitution of one component by the other the symmetry of the critical mode
is not changed [6].

-

2.2. I !ίh tempera hire approxim ation
For the investigation of ferroelectric ceramics it is useful to pass to the
high-temperature approximation (HTA) of Eq. (2.4). In expression of Eq. (2.3)
for the mean square fluctuations ctghx = 1/x + x/3 + ... is expanded. The
fluctuations depend on the upper limit ωmax of the dispersion of the soft optic mode.
Numerical estimations show that for perovskites in the whole frequency spectrum
of the soft mode one can approximate ctghx ≈1/x.Thenformidcaswth
concentration of the admixture x the following is obtained:

Substitution of this expression into Eq. (2.Λ) results

The whole solid solution is described by the single particle potential parameters
γ and κ and one pair of experimental data [Q0(z',T'), Τc (x')] as reference, where
[x', Τ'] are arbitrarily chosen experimental conditions.
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2.3. Discussion
One can rewrite Γq. (2.6) as

This relation is equivalent to the relations obtained using the Weiss theory and b y
Lines and Glass. But we have to keep in mind that this relation is exact only in
case when the quantum fluctuations are negligible.
The proportionality constant

may be estimated at any temperature for any composition within the class of
considered ferroelectrics.
One can also compare two isomorphous ferroelectrics with tle same symmetry of the critical mode. One can consider them as the end points o f a solution,
i.e. x = 0 and x = 1. Then it is obtained

The essential ferroelectric properties are related b y their single particle potentials.
In this manner it is possible to compare the ferroelectric properties of PbΤiO3 and
BaΤiO3 in their tetragonal phases. 13oth of they, show the first order transition
P4mm q Οm3m and their soft modes show besides slightly different behaviour
the same symmetry. The publisled data [2, 12, 13] result in Τc(Pb)/Τc (Ba) =
1.93±0.02. Earlier calculations [14] resulted in γ/ к=2.3±04Thisarelygod
agreement. The proportioi nality constants Α(Ba) and A( Pb) calculated according
to Eq. (2.9) should be equal. From a consideration of the spontaneous polarizations
at mom temperature A(Ba)/A(Pb) = 0.8 is obtained which is, in spite of the usual
error in the values for the spontaneous polarization, also in good agreement with
our model.
Equation (2.7) shows its affinity to the Landau tleory. For x = x' and T' = 0
one obtains for Q0(x, T) the well-known relation for continuous phase transitions.
But the reverse conclusion is not possible. With two Landaus formula for different
concentrations it is not possible to derive Eq. (2.7), since the systems are not
coupled. Ιn tle model the two components are coupled b y E q s. (2.2) with γ and K.
The self-consistent phonon approximation always provides first order phase
transitions [5]. Only in the displacive limit a continuous phase transition follows.
But it is shown below that the behaviour of mixed ferroelectrics with continuous
as well as discontinuous phase transitions may be described sufficiently exact.
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3. Perovskite ceramics
Many ABO 3 compounds with perovskite structure exhibit ferroelectric properties. From the point of view of both physical properties and device applications
the research on BaTiO 3 and ΡbTiO 3 is especially extensive. The electrical conductivity, the piezoelectric and other properties of ceramics based on these materials
can be matched to special application requirements b y incorporation of foreign
ions into the perovskite lattice. Piezoelectric devices for wide applications are obtained by modification of ΡbΤiO 3 by addition of oxides of lanthanum, calcium or
zirconium. The ferroelectric properties of such ceramics can be described with our
model.
3.1. Calcium modified lead titanate ceramics

For sintered ceramics with composition Pb1-Cax(Co0.5W0.5)0.05Τi0.95O3
+ 1% MnO2 the phase transition temperature and at mom temperature the lattice parameters were measured as a function of the calcium concentration in the
range x = 0.01 to 0.45. In this range a clearly tetragonal structnre with no superstructure was observed [14]. The lattice parameters are related to the spontaneous
polarization Ρs(x, T) by

normalized to the electrostrictive constants of 1)1;1103 . Since no experimental
data on the concentration and temperature dependence of the electrostriction are
and RI given in Ref. [12] were used.
available, the room temperature values of
Neglecting of the correction term Q A P2s heads to an error of less than 1.5%ο.
Fignre 1 shows the experimentally obtained values of c/α - 1 and Τ as a
function of calcium concentration. They were Titted to the relations

which were derived from Eqs. (2.4) in HTA.
The following parameters were obtained b y best flts:
xc(TB) is a temperature dependent critical concentration, for x > xc at the observation temperature Τ the sample is nonpolar. The negative sign of γ confirms
that Ca is a hard defect, i.e. the unit cell with incorporated Ca does not possess
a double minimum potential
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The expected linear relation between the square of the order parameter
Τ) 2 and the transition temperature Τc (x) shows Fig. 2. The gradient

was obtained b y a linear regression. Its value is universal for the system ΧΤiO3.
This is seen b y the included values for BaΤiO 3 and ΡbΤiO 3 single crystals [12, 15].
The gradient Α for a line connecting these valnes is nearly the same as that obtained from averaging on the ceramics values.
3.2. Lanthanum modified lead titanate ceramics
The introduction of Lai+ into the Ρb 2 + sublattice creates Ρb 2 + vacancies
V(Ρb 2 +) [16]. Therefore the ceramics Ρb1-xLa2/3x ΤiO3 can be considered within
the framework of the proposed model of Eq. (1) as a three-component system [11]:
— ΡbTiO3 as a ferroelectric,
— LaΤiO3 as a "hard defect",
— V(Ρb 2 +)ΤiO3 with no single particle potential.
Then this system is described as earlier b y the parameters γ and K.
The experimental values of Τc (^) and c(x)/α(x) obtained b y Fedulov et
al. [17] were fitted. We obtained γ = —0.41, K = 1, x = 0.42.
The linear relation between Qο(r) 2 and Τc(x) is well fulfilled as is seen in
Fig. 3. The gradient Α = 1.37 x 10 - 4 K -1 is near to this of the Ca modified
ceramics as is expected.
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Ιn comparison we also treated the results obtained by Sasaki and Matsuo [18]. Their values show slightly nonlinear behaviour. For the gradient is obtained Α = 1.35 x 10 -4 K -1 . For comparision experiments are included in Fig. 6
which summarizes the results of the investigations on several modified ΡbTiΟ3
ceramics.

3.3. Mixed lead titanate and strontium zirconate
It is interesting to investigate ΡbΤiO3 ceramics b y substitution into two
sublattices. Fedulov and Venevtsev [19] measured the system (ΡbΤi)1- xO(SrΖ3)
for x = 0 to 0.35. The relation between Q0(x,T) and Τ(x) shows the same trend
as before but it is slightly nonlinear (see Fig. 6).

3.4. Both components are ferroelectric
Until now we discussed the cases of paraelectric dilution of ΡbTiO3 , but an
admixture of a ferroelectric component is also well described. ΡbΖn1/3Νb2/3Ο3
is ferroelectric below 413 K. Ιn the ferroelectric phase it is rhombohedral with
α = 4.061 Α and α = 89°55, in the paraelectric phase it is cubic. The admixture
of ΡbΖn 1 / 3 Νb2/ 3 O3 to ΡbTiO3 results in a monotonous decrease in the transition
temperature Τc(x) and the c/α ratio with increasing amount of ΡbΖn 1 / 3 Νb2/ 3 O3.
Up to x = 0.905 the mixed system is tetragonal, above x = 0.91 it is rhombohedral [20].

The fit of the concentration dependence of the transition temperature Τc(x)
using Eq. (3.3) results in γ = 0.23, к = 0.34. These parameters describe also
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well the concentration dependence of the order parameter using Eq. (2.4) in
high-temperature approximation (see Fig. 4). the positive sign of γ confirms that
the admixture is also ferroelectric, the markedly deviation of h from 1 points to
a considerable nonlinearity of Τc(x) vs. x. For x = 0 to 0.90 the expected linear
relation between c/α-1 and Τc(x) is obtained. The gradient is A = 1.81x 10-4 Κ-1,
which is not far from the earlier obtained values for paraelectric dilution in ΡbΤiO3
(see Fig. 5).
3.5. Discussion
For the description of ferroelectric ceramics within the model of coupled anharmonic oscillation only a few easily accessible parameters are necessary. If the
constituents are isomorphous and their ionic radii differ not more than about 15%
one can expect the existence of the solution in the whole concentration range x = 0
to 1. The system Ρb1-xBaxΤiO3 is such a candidate. CaΤiO3 , LaΤiO3, SrΖrO3,
and ΡbΖn 1 / 3 Νb2/ 3 O 3 are not isomorphous to ΡbΤiO3 , therefore the symmetry
of ΡbΤiO3 (P4mm) is conserved only in a limited concentration range, experimentally was obtained xl(Ca) ≈0x.354,lxl((ZnSNb)=Lra)
0.905.
Obviously the admixture of foreign ions into perovskite ceramics in a rather
wide range does not change the symmetry of the soft optic mode and the most .
important condition for the application of the model of coupled anharmonic oscillation is fulfilled. This was confirmed b y spectroscopic investigations on Ianthanum modified lead titanate ceramics. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra revealed in addition to ΡbTiO 3 the existence of LaΤiO3 and several species of
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(Ρb,La)ΤiO3 [21]. Raman spectra showed a continuous shift of the vibration bands
with increasing La content. Clearly single mode behaviour is exhibited [22]. This
confirms the application of the virtual crystal approximation as has been done
by the calculation of the basic relation of Eq. (2.4), which provides by means of
Eq. (3.2) the linear dependence of the tetragonality on the transition temperature
of several modified ceramics as shown in Fig. 6.
Α reason for the scattering of the experimental values is the smearing out
of the ferroelectric transition by admixture. Then it is not possible to determine
exactly the transition temperature b y means of dielectric measurements [23].
Another point is the change of the character of the ferroelectric transition
by admixture. The transitions P4mm OofΡbmΤi3andB reof
the ffrst order. The temperature dependence of c/α of Ρb1-xCaxTiO3 ceramics
with x = 0.24 reveals that it is very close to the tricritical behaviour [14]. Besides
smearing out of the transition it also becomes continuous by admixture of Ca
(cf. Fig. 6).

It was also found that experimental values of the spontaneous polarization
are much less reliable than the values for the lattice constants. Drawing P s (x) 2 vs.
Τc(x)doesntgivhlarpcuesd bov.
4. Influennce of quantum effects

Α solid solution consisting of a ferroelectríc and a quantum paraclectric usually reaches for a critical concentration xc the quantum limit, Τc(xc) = 0. Well
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known examples among the perovskite (quasi) ferroelectrics are KΤa1-x Νb x O3
x ΝaxΤaO3[24, 25]. The first quantum paraelectric molecular crystal was
and K11-T(trisx-SacCoBnelumhd(broie)[7].
For observation temperatures TB below about 40 R due to the influence
of quantum fluctuations deviations from the high temperature behaviour are expected. A1g evaluation of the influence of these effects on the isotherms in the phase
diagram (T, Q(x, T)) is possible by the modification of Eα. (2.4). One can write

Figure 7 shows the results of a measurement of the soft mode frequency of
TSCC1-xBx using Raman spectroscopy [26]. It is clearly seen that dv/dt|T 0 = 0.
This is expected from a consideration of the influence of quantum fluctuations
[27]. Therefore the experimental values were fitted using equations derived by the
effective field method [1] and not b y Landau theory.
=
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As expected, the isotherms in Fig. 8 are not parallel. Detailed numerical considerations reveal that this is due to the deviation from Q 0 (x, Τ) 2
Τc(x) - T, which follows from Eq. (2.4). Only at very low temperatures the influence of quantum effects is superimposed and is therefore hardly to detect. But the
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effect on the isotherm for TO = 2 Κ is clearly seen. v(x, ΤB) 2 vs. Τc (x) is for the
isotherm TB = 2 Κ much steeper than for the next isotherm at TB = 20 K.
Figure 9 shows the values of δ(TB) estimated b y several numerical methods.
Obviously, the error is rather large but the tendency is seen. More experiments at
very low temperature would be useful. An expansion of the integral of the mean
square fluctuations results in
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